Wallingford, CT – January 07, 2019

iKontrol to Represent CiDRA’s Line of SONARtrac® Flow and Entrained Air
Measurement Systems in Turkey
CiDRA (“CiDRA”) announced that it has entered into a channel partner agreement with iKontrol,
based in Izmir, Turkey. iKontrol will be one of the representatives of CiDRA’s SONARtrac® range
of flow meters in the European minerals processing sector. This extension of coverage aligns well
with CiDRA’s strategy for growth in this region and commitment to provide process optimization
solutions and support across Europe.
CiDRA’s line of SONARtrac process flow measurement systems provide accurate and reliable
flow measurements for mining applications, as well as other industrial process applications. Their
non-contact design translates into long life, no maintenance, no recalibration, improved safety, and
enhanced operational effectiveness for the monitoring of industrial flow processes. CiDRA’s
SONARtrac model VF/GVF system with Phase Fraction Management (PFM), provides a unique
dual measurement capability, flow and air content (gas void fraction) in slurries and fluids leading
to effectively supporting an operation’s production and recovery initiatives.
Sebati Yilmaz, Managing Director of iKontrol, said “the opportunity to represent CiDRA and their
SONARtrac technology is excellent, as it will allow both companies to be able to reach and support
a wider range of minerals processing applications and properly support customers to successfully
implement process optimization technologies.”
Ralf Dopieralla, CiDRA’s regional director for Europe, is very pleased to have iKontrol on board.
"iKontrol has a proven track record of providing customers with effective solutions using process
control systems and instruments from the world’s leading manufacturers, and their technical
knowledge and support align very well with CiDRA’s dedication to world-class service and
support.”

About CiDRA
Headquartered in Wallingford, Connecticut, USA, with an increasing international presence,
CiDRA is a trusted partner and leading supplier of highly differentiated process optimization and
enhanced recovery solutions and services to the global mining sector, as well as other industrial
markets. CiDRA’s products and services are being used by more than 400 mining and other
locations in over 45 countries, enhancing process control and material recovery.
Additional information about CiDRA can be found at www.cidra.com
SONARtrac is a registered trademark of CiDRA.
About iKontrol:
Backed by 40 years of experience across industries such as: oil & gas, chemical, iron & steel,
minerals processing, and power industries, iKontrol brings its customers together by providing
cutting edge technologies and premium services. Being the representative of the world’s leading
instrumentation and process automation suppliers, iKontrol is able to support industrial processing
plants to reach operational excellence using equipment from their diverse portfolio of solutions
along with their consulting, engineering, installation, commissioning, and training services.
Additional information about iKontrol can be found at www.ikontrol.com.tr
For more information on CiDRA’s SONARtrac flow meters for Turkey and Europe, please
contact:
Ralf Dopieralla from CiDRA at: +49 (0) 152.29626398
Sebati Yilmaz from iKontrol at: +90.232.464.20.72
Contact:

Ruth O’Connell
CiDRA Minerals Processing
+1.203.626.3568
roconnell@cidra.com

